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Abstract This study tested whether second graders use benchmark-based strategies when
solving a number line estimation (NLE) task. Participants were assigned to one of three
conditions based on the availability of benchmarks provided on the number line. In the
bounded condition, number lines were only bounded at both sides by 0 and 200, while
the midpoint condition included an additional benchmark at the midpoint and children in
the quartile condition were provided with a benchmark at every quartile. First, the
inclusion of a midpoint resulted in more accurate estimates around the middle of the
number line in the midpoint condition compared to the bounded and, surprisingly, also
the quartile condition. Furthermore, the two additional benchmarks in the quartile
condition did not yield better estimations around the first and third quartile, because
children frequently relied on an erroneous representation of these benchmarks, leading to
systematic estimation errors. Second, verbal strategy reports revealed that children in the
midpoint condition relied more frequently on the benchmark at the midpoint of the
number line compared to the bounded condition, confirming the accuracy data. Finally,
the frequency of use of benchmark-based strategies correlated positively with mathemat-
ics achievement and tended to correlate positively also with estimation accuracy. In sum,
this study is one of the first to provide systematic evidence for children’s use of
benchmark-based estimation strategies in NLE with natural numbers and its relationship
with children’s NLE performance.
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Numbers play a prominent role in our daily life. They are used to specify quantities; time;
distances; wealth; risks; and many other quantifiable features of objects, people, and situations.
Recent studies have shown that the mental representation of numerical magnitudes is related to
and predictive for children’s mathematics achievement (e.g., Booth and Siegler 2006; Bugden
and Ansari 2011; De Smedt et al. 2009; Gilmore et al. 2010; Sasanguie et al. 2012). These
findings stress the importance of the ability to understand and process numerical information
for success in education and life (Ancker and Kaufman 2007; Finnie and Meng 2001).
During the last decades, the number line estimation (NLE) task became a widely used tool
for investigating an individual’s mental magnitude representation. In this task, participants are
asked to either estimate the spatial position of a number on an empty, physical number line
with labeled endpoints (e.g., 0 and 100 or 1000) or, alternatively, estimate the number which
corresponds to a given spatial position on such number line. These tasks are known as the
number-to-position (NP task) and position-to-number task (PN task), respectively. The pattern
that emerges when plotting the estimated positions of the numbers on the number line as a
function of their actual position has been assumed to reflect an individual’s mental represen-
tation of that particular number range (Siegler and Opfer 2003).
Siegler and Opfer (2003) investigated the development of numerical magnitude represen-
tations by having a group of second, fourth, and sixth graders as well as adults perform the
NLE task on a 0–100 and 0–1000 scale. They demonstrated that, with increasing age,
participants’ NLE patterns evolved from a logarithmic toward a linear pattern on the 0–1000
scale, whereas all age groups exhibited a linear pattern on the 0–100 scale. This finding
suggests that, with increasing age and experience with a specific number range, children’s
underlying magnitude representation develops from a logarithmically compressed mental
number line with increasing numerical magnitudes being successively more closely spaced
(Dehaene 1997) toward a linear representation, reflecting the equal spacing principle of the
mature number system. Notably, however, some authors have argued that young children’s
estimation patterns might be described better by a two-segmented linear model than by a
logarithmic one (Ebersbach et al. 2008). The steep slope of the first segment refers to the range
of numbers that children are familiar with and which they can differentiate easily. Beyond that
familiar number range, discrimination between numbers is more difficult, resulting in a second
segment with a rather shallow slope. Hence, the change point between the two linear curves
functions as an indicator of number familiarity (see also Moeller et al. 2009, for a similar two-
linear approach suggesting separate but linear representations for single- and two-digit
numbers).
The so-called log-to-lin or representational shift in children’s estimation patterns
has been replicated at different ages and for different scales (Berteletti et al. 2010;
Siegler and Booth 2004; Thompson and Opfer 2010; see Siegler et al. 2009 for a
review) as well as in other types of estimation tasks, such as estimating quantities or
measurements (Booth and Siegler 2006). Furthermore, the linearity of NLE patterns is
strongly related to estimation accuracy (Ashcraft and Moore 2012; Siegler and Booth
2004), performance in basic numerical tasks (Berteletti et al. 2010), and general
mathematics achievement as well as other measures of mathematical ability
(Ashcraft and Moore 2012; Booth and Siegler 2006, 2008; Schneider et al. 2009;
Siegler and Booth 2004).
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Notwithstanding these robust findings, several sources of evidence question whether the
NLE task can be considered as a pure measure of an individual’s underlying numerical
magnitude representation and propose that improvements in NLE performance might be
explained—at least to a significant part—by an increasing reliance on a variety of
benchmark-based NLE strategies, rather than by changes in children’s mental analog of the
physical number line per se.
Firstly, by relying on verbal self-reports, Newman and Berger (1984) found that third
graders, but not first graders, made use of the midpoint when estimating numbers in the middle
range of the number line. Secondly, by closely observing children’s overt solution behavior
and thus which strategies they use, Petitto (1990) found that the percentage of children using a
midpoint strategy increased across grades as arithmetic and counting skills improved. Thirdly,
Ashcraft and Moore (2012) observed specific patterns in children’s error rates and latencies
that deviated strongly from the patterns expected if they would simply be relying on their
underlying numerical magnitude representation. More specifically, with age, error rates and
latencies first started to decrease at the endpoint of the number line, and later at the midpoint as
well, resulting in a typical M-shaped pattern, suggesting the use of an endpoint and a midpoint
strategy, respectively (see also White and Szucs 2012). Fourth, Siegler and Opfer (2003)
observed that adults’ and sixth graders’ estimates on a 0–1000 number line were less variable
near 0, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 in comparison to other numbers, suggesting that participants
divided the number line into quarters, which were then used as benchmarks to guide their
estimates. Fifth, Barth and Paladino (2011) suggested that the typical NLE task should be
considered as a proportion judgment task instead of a numerical magnitude estimation task. In
their view, estimating the position of a certain number (e.g., 76) on a bounded number line
(e.g., 0–100) can be regarded as estimating the size of a part of the line relative to the size of
the whole line (i.e., 76/100), which inevitably requires relying on the endpoint of the number
line (see e.g., Hollands and Dyre 2000 for a similar explanation of adults’ performance in a
variety of perceptual proportion tasks). These proportion judgments can be further refined by
relying on the midpoint as well, which can be considered as judging part magnitudes relative to
a central reference point. Hence, the proportion judgment account suggests that participants
make use of benchmarks (i.e., origin, endpoint, and midpoint) to derive the position of the to-
be-estimated numbers on a given number line. Making use of such benchmark-based strategies
leads to systematic underestimation and overestimation of the to-be-estimated numbers close
to the benchmarks (Hollands and Dyre 2000), which can be identified by fitting cyclical power
functions on participants’ estimation patterns. In line with these results, Barth and Paladino
(2011) observed that, with age, children’s NLE patterns are successively best described by an
unbounded, a one-cycle, and a two-cycle power model (see also Slusser et al. 2013).
According to these authors, this development in model complexity reflects children’s increas-
ing sophistication in the use of benchmarks on the number line. That is, the unbounded power
model characterizes NLE patterns for which only the origin is taken into account. The best fit
with a one-cycle model reflects the strategic use of both origin and endpoint, while a best fit
with a two-cycle model suggests the reliance on the midpoint too.
Finally, to verify whether the presence of an endpoint indeed leads to estimation patterns
that are better fit by a one- or two-cycle power model instead of an unbounded power model,
Link et al. (2014) recently tested children from first to fourth grade on both an unbounded (i.e.,
without an endpoint) and bounded NLE task. Results indicated that, in the unbounded version
of the task, children’s estimates in all age groups were best fit by an unbounded power model,
indicating that they solely relied on the origin of the number line to make their estimates. In the
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bounded number line task, however, children’s estimation patterns were, in line with findings
of Barth and Paladino (2011), successively best fit by an unbounded, a one-cycle, and a two-
cycle power model as age increased. Taken together, these studies indicated that as children
develop, they start using external (i.e., the endpoint) or self-generated internal (e.g., the
midpoint) benchmarks on the number line to guide their estimates.
Although it has become increasingly clear that children appear to use a variety of
benchmark-based strategies when making NLEs and that this variation in strategy use accounts
for their NLE performance, the precise nature of these strategies has not yet been studied in a
direct and systematic way. The goal of the present study was to provide such a direct and
systematic analysis, by confronting children with number lines containing different numbers of
external benchmarks and by asking them to verbally explain how they solved each item, in
addition to an analysis of their error rates. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
include such external benchmarks not only at the midpoint but also at the first and third
quartile when estimating the position of natural numbers on a number line. Furthermore, while
the technique of verbal protocols has already been intensively used in cognitive research on
children’s mathematical strategies in general (e.g., Siegler and Stern 1998; Torbeyns et al.
2009) and also in one older study on children’s NLE (Newman and Berger 1984), the present
study is the first wherein young children’s verbal strategy reports have been used in a
systematic way to help unravel whether and how they rely on external and/or self-generated
benchmarks on a number line.
So, in the present study, estimations had to be completed in one of three conditions that
differed with respect to the availability of particular benchmarks on a 0 to 200 number line (see
Fig. 1). In the bounded condition, number lines were bounded at both sides by the corre-
sponding benchmarks (i.e., 0 and 200). In the midpoint condition, bounded number lines with
an additional benchmark at the midpoint (i.e., at 100) were presented. In the quartile condition,
children were provided with a bounded number line with a benchmark at every quartile (i.e., at
50, 100, and 150). Three sets of research questions were addressed.
A first set of research questions addressed whether providing additional external bench-
marks had a positive effect on children’s NLE performance. As mentioned earlier, with
increasing age, children have a greater tendency to use an internal benchmark at the midpoint
when making NLEs, resulting in an improved NLE performance (e.g., Ashcraft and Moore
2012; Barth and Paladino 2011). Following finding of Siegler and Opfer (2003) that estimates
on a 0–1000 number line were less variable near 0, 250, 500, 750, and 1000, which suggested
the possible use of internal benchmarks at the quartiles too, we anticipated that providing extra
benchmarks at the first and third quartile would further positively affect estimation accuracy. In
sum, we expected that an increase in the number of given benchmarks would lead to higher
Fig. 1 Presented number line in a bounded, b midpoint, and c quartile condition
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overall estimation accuracy. Secondly, the provision of benchmarks was expected to affect the
accuracy on the items located near the respective provided benchmarks. More specifically, we
predicted that estimations around the first and third quartile would be more accurate in the
quartile than in the midpoint and bounded condition, whereas the estimations around the
midpoint would be more accurate in the quartile and midpoint than in the bounded condition.
A second set of research questions focused specifically on children’s strategy use. Firstly, we
expected that an increase in the number of provided benchmarks would result in a greater
frequency and variety of reported standard benchmark-based (SBB) strategies (i.e., strategies that
made use of self-generated or provided benchmarks that were located at the quartiles of the
number line). Secondly, regarding the frequency of these SBB strategies, we expected that
children would make more frequently use of strategies that were based on the benchmarks
provided in the respective conditions. More specifically, we predicted a relatively high frequency
of strategies based on the origin and endpoint of the number line in the bounded condition,
whereas in the midpoint condition, we expected more strategies based on the midpoint too, while
in the quartile condition, strategies based on the given benchmarks at all quartiles were expected.
Thirdly, if children do make use of the benchmarks provided to them, the use of SBB strategies
should be reflected in their estimation patterns. Based on previous research (Barth and Paladino
2011; Slusser et al. 2013), we hypothesized that children’s estimations in the bounded condition
would be best fit by a one-cycle power model, reflecting the strategic use of both the origin and
endpoint when making NLEs. Children in the midpoint condition were expected to be best fit by
the two-cycle power model since they can rely on the midpoint too, whereas children in the
quartile condition should be best fit by a four-cycle power model indicating the use of strategies
based on the origin, endpoint, midpoint, first, and third quartile.
As a third and final research question, we investigated the extent to which the use of SBB
strategies would be related to children’s NLE accuracy, as well as their general mathematics
achievement.
Method
Participants
Sixty-four second graders (34 boys, 30 girls, M=8.06 years, SD=0.42 years) were recruited
from four classes in two elementary schools located in a rural area of Flanders (Belgium). Most
children came from middle-income families. In none of the classes, NLE had been systemat-
ically taught. All children participated voluntarily with informed consent of their parents and
teachers. Children were told that they could quit the experiment at any moment.
Materials
Children’s NLE performance was assessed by a NP task with a number line labeled at the left
end by “0” and at the right end by “200.” According to the elementary school curriculum and
the arithmetic textbook used, second graders had only systematically explored the number
range up to 100 at the moment of the data collection (February/March), while the 100–200
range had received no instructional attention at all. To avoid ceiling effects in NLE accuracy
and shape of estimation patterns when using a 0–100 number line in second graders (cf.
Siegler and Opfer 2003), a 0–200 number line was used.
Children’s use of number line estimation strategies
For each trial, a new number line with a length of 25 cm was presented on a separate sheet
of paper. To avoid that the presented number might function as an additional benchmark, it was
positioned completely on the left of the page. Children had to position 20 randomly chosen
numbers on the number line, one from each decade between 0 and 200. These 20 numbers
were equally distributed across the number line in order to prevent overestimation of smaller
numbers due to oversampling at this end of the number line (Ebersbach et al. 2008). The 20 to-
be-positioned numbers were as follows: 5, 16, 22, 38, 43, 55, 62, 76, 87, 91, 103, 110, 129,
134, 146, 159, 162, 173, 189, and 194. The presentation order of these 20 numbers was
randomized across participants. Children also received six practice trials, which were also
equally spread over the 0 to 200 number range: 4, 14, 46, 105, 141, and 168. When the
estimate of the first or second practice trial was very inaccurate, instructions were shortly
repeated. However, at no point, individual feedback was provided.
Children were randomly assigned to one of three conditions (see Fig. 1). Special care was
taken to ensure that the number of boys and girls was about equal in the three conditions. In the
bounded condition, an empty number line on which the origin and endpoint were indicated by
a small vertical line at either side of the number line was presented. The corresponding
numbers, 0 and 200, were printed underneath these vertical lines. In the midpoint condition,
a benchmark at the middle of the number line was included by presenting a vertical line at the
position of 100 but no number. Finally, in the quartile condition, three extra benchmarks were
given by introducing vertical lines at positions 50, 100, and 150 of the number line. Thus, the
benchmarks at 50, 100, and 150 in the midpoint and quartile condition were only represented
by a vertical line without its corresponding number.
To conclude, children’s mathematics achievement was measured by means of the standard-
ized mathematics test of the Flemish Student Monitoring System (Dudal 2000) for the middle
of the second grade.
Procedure
The NLE task was administered individually in a quiet room at the school. Children were
given following instructions: “I am going to show you some number lines. These number lines
start at 0 and end at 200. For each trial, a number between 0 and 200 is shown on the upper left
side of the page. What I want you to do is to put a mark on the line where you think the number
would go.” The to-be-positioned numbers were read out loud by the experimenter to ensure
that children knew which number had to be placed on the number line. Immediately after each
trial, the experimenter asked the child to tell how (s)he came to that estimate. In case that the
child produced an unclear verbal report, non-intrusive follow-up questions such as “How did
you do that?” and “What were you thinking?” were asked. At the end of the task, children in
the midpoint and quartile condition were asked to indicate which number corresponded to the
vertical line at 100 (midpoint condition) or 50, 100, and 150 (quartile condition). The NLE task
lasted 30 to 60 min per child and was completely recorded with a voice recorder.
Strategy classification scheme
Strategy reports were analyzed through a self-designed classification scheme consisting of
three main categories: perceptual strategies, SBB strategies, and non-SBB strategies (see
Fig. 2). Perceptual strategies include seeing, guessing, and knowing (Gandini et al. 2010;
Gandini et al. 2008). SBB and non-SBB strategies refer to strategies that make use of a
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benchmark. Specifically, SBB strategies make use of self-generated or externally provided
benchmarks that are located at the quartiles on the number line: origin (0 %), first quartile
(25 %), midpoint (50 %), third quartile (75 %), and endpoint (100 %). For instance, when a
child had to locate 44 on the 0–200 number line and reported that (s)he had first looked at the
benchmark representing 50 and then located 44 a bit to the left of that benchmark, it was coded
as 25 %.1 Non-SBB strategies are based on other, self-generated benchmarks different from
those five standard benchmarks, such as a benchmark corresponding to an answer to a
previous item. Finally, a rest category was available for cases that were not classifiable in
the above-mentioned categories.
Reliability of the classification scheme was assessed by testing the agreement in classifi-
cation of two independent raters who classified all experimental trials of eight randomly
chosen participants by means of Cohen’s kappa. This inter-rater reliability measure was
0.89, indicating almost perfect agreement according to the standards of Landis and Koch
(1977).
Results
Estimation accuracy
For each of the three conditions, individual estimates that deviated more than 2 SD from
children’s mean estimate for the to-be-positioned number were excluded. In total, 71 estimates
out of a total of 1280 were removed (5.5 %). These 71 estimates were similarly distributed
across conditions. Estimation accuracy was measured in terms of percent absolute error (PAE).
Tukey’s HSD tests were used in all post hoc comparisons.
Overall estimation accuracy A one-way ANOVA assessing the effect of condition (bound-
ed, midpoint, quartile) on overall PAE was significant, F(2, 61)=16.66, p<0.0001. Estimates
in the quartile condition (M=14.88, SD=5.26) were, contrary to our predictions, significantly
less accurate than in the midpoint (M=7.32, SD=4.39, p<0.0001) and even the bounded
condition (M=9.66, SD=5.26, p=0.0007), while there was no significant difference between
the latter two conditions. So, the provision of additional benchmarks in the quartile condition
seemed to be counterproductive instead of helpful for the overall accuracy of children’s NLEs.
Estimation accuracy near the benchmarks To get a closer view on the accuracy near the
location of the standard benchmarks, we conducted a contour analysis on the trials where SBB
strategies were used (Ashcraft and Moore 2012). Therefore, we averaged on a child-by-child
basis the observed PAEs for the two items located immediately before and after the midpoint
(i.e., 91 and 103) and quartiles (i.e., 43 and 55; 146 and 159). For the origin and endpoint, our
measure was based on the PAE of the number immediately after the origin and before the
endpoint, respectively (i.e., 5 and 194). A 3 (condition: bounded, midpoint, quartile)×5
(location 0, 25, 50, 75, 100 %) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last variable and the
PAEs as dependent variable revealed a significant main effect of condition (F(2, 61)=19.47,
p<0.0001).
1 We coded the benchmarks as represented by the child even when misrepresented (e.g., when they thought the
25 % benchmark represented 100 instead of 50).
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Furthermore, a significant interaction effect between condition and location was observed
(F(8, 244)=5.32, p<0.0001) (see Fig. 3). No significant difference between conditions at the
origin, third quartile, and endpoint was found. However, at the first quartile, estimates in the
quartile condition (M=15.35, SD=9.18) were significantly less accurate than estimates in the
midpoint condition (M=6.80, SD=5.32, p<0.0001), which is opposite to our expectation. At
the midpoint, estimates in the midpoint condition (M=6.95, SD=8.60) were significantly more
accurate than in the bounded (M=14.89, SD=8.33, p=0.0004) and even the quartile condition
(M=19.19, SD=9.00, p<0.0001). Thus, the inclusion of a midpoint did result in more accurate
estimates around the middle of the number line in the midpoint condition but not in the quartile
condition. Furthermore, the two additional benchmarks in the quartile condition did not lead to
better estimates around first and third quartile in that condition.
Nature of the estimation errors In search of an explanation for the remarkable finding that
estimation performance around the benchmarks was not better in the quartile condition
compared to the bounded condition, we analyzed the estimation data of this condition in
greater detail.
First, we looked at the items at 25, 50, and 75 % of the number line. A closer inspection of
children’s estimated positions revealed that children from the quartile condition gave estimates
that deviated systematically from the correct answer. More specifically, estimates seemed to
follow logically from an erroneous interpretation of the external benchmarks provided in this
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condition. For example, a child estimated 103 as 153 because (s)he seems to have misallocated
(the number) 100 at the 75 % benchmark (i.e., the number 150). In an attempt to identify the
trials on which such erroneously identified benchmarks might have been used, we calculated
for each to-be-positioned number two intervals by adding and subtracting the value of the
respective (misrepresented) benchmarks plus or minus ten to/from the to-be-positioned num-
ber. For instance, if a child had to estimate the position of 103, we assumed that his/her
estimate would fall in the interval (43–63) if (s)he erroneously represented the benchmark at
25 % as 100 and in the interval (143–163) if (s)he erroneously represented the benchmark at
75 % as 100. Identification of these systematic errors revealed that 16 % of the estimates
around the first quartile, such as 43 and 55, were due to a misinterpretation of this first quartile
as the midpoint (see Table 1). For the estimates around the midpoint, such as 91 and 103,
results indicated that 39 % of the estimates appeared to be the result of an incorrect allocation
of the number 100 on the position of 150 (i.e., the third quartile). Also, 10 % of the estimates
around the midpoint in the quartile condition were based on the 25 % benchmark. Remarkably,
none of the estimates around the third quartile, such as 146 and 159, was due to incorrectly
interpreting the first quartile or midpoint as the third quartile. Hence, this analysis suggested
that a substantial number of children from the quartile condition associated the three given
benchmarks with a wrong number to guide their estimates.
Secondly, we looked at children’s responses to the general question at the end of the
interview, concerning what number was represented by the benchmarks located at 25, 50, and
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Fig. 3 Mean percentage of absolute error (PAE) around the standard benchmarks as a function of condition
Table 1 Percentage of estimates around the three benchmarks based on wrongly used benchmarks for the
quartile condition
Wrongly interpreted as
Benchmark at 25 % 50 % 75 %
25 % 16 % 2 %
(n=7) (n=1)
50 % 10 % 39 %
(n=4) (n=16)
75 % 0 % 0 %
For instance, 39 % of the trials surrounding the 50 % benchmark (i.e., 100) were estimated around the 75 %
benchmark due to wrongly locating the number 100 on the position of 150 (i.e., 75 % benchmark)
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75 % of the number line (see Table 2). In the midpoint condition, 33 % of the children referred
to a number different from 100 when being asked which number was represented by the 50 %
benchmark. In the quartile condition, 86 % of the children wrongly identified both the vertical
line at 25 and 50 %, and even 90 % misinterpreted the third quartile. Interestingly, of this 90 %,
about half of them (i.e., 47 %) identified the third quartile as representing 100 instead of 150.
Strategy use
Taking into account the unexpected finding that so many children from the quartile condition
were unable to identify and properly use the value of the externally provided benchmarks, we
decided to exclude the data from the quartile condition from the remainder of the analyses.
Frequency of strategy use We analyzed how often children made use of a strategy from one
of the three main strategy categories in our classification scheme and whether this varied as a
function of condition. We therefore conducted a 2 (condition: bounded vs. midpoint)×3
(strategy category: perceptual strategies, SBB strategies, non-SBB strategies) ANOVA with
repeated measures on the last variable and the percentage of trials being solved with a specific
strategy as dependent variable. This ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of strategy
category, F(2, 80)=32.58, p<0.0001. Overall, the SBB strategies (M=55 %, SD=26 %) were
used most frequently, followed by the non-SBB strategies (M=30 %, SD=23 %) and the
perceptual strategies (M=12 %, SD=12 %, all ps<0.01).
Frequency of SBB strategies We examined whether the use of the distinct SBB strategies
differed as a function of condition and number range. Since the mean frequency of use of the
25 and the 75 % SBB strategies across the bounded and midpoint condition was only 4 and
2 %, respectively, we decided to exclude these strategies from the remainder of the analyses. A
2 (condition: bounded vs. midpoint)×3 (SBB strategy 0, 50, 100 %)×4 (number range 0–50,
50–100, 100–150, 150–200) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two variables was
conducted on the frequency of strategy use. A significant main effect of strategy, F(2, 80)=
13.17, p<0.0001, was found. We further observed a significant SBB strategy×condition
interaction, F(2, 80)=10.35, p=0.0001, indicating that the 50 % strategy was used more in
the midpoint condition (M=30 %, SD=29 %) compared to the bounded condition (M=15 %,
SD=21 %, p=0.001). Also, a significant SBB strategy×number range interaction was found,
F(6, 240)=36.59, p<0.0001 (see Fig. 4). We found that, in range 0–50, the 0 % strategy (M=
29 %, SD=25 %) was used significantly more frequently than the 50 % (M=3 %, SD=9 %)
Table 2 Percentage of wrongly identified benchmarks for the midpoint and quartile condition based on
interview data
Benchmarks at
Condition 25 % 50 % 75 %
Midpoint 33 %
(n=7)
Quartile 86 % 86 % 91 %
(n=18) (n=18) (n=19)
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and 100 % (M=2 %, SD=11 %) strategy (both ps<0.0001). In range 50–100 and 100–150, the
50 % strategy (M=24 %, SD=22 % and M=45 %, SD=29 %, respectively) was used
significantly more frequently than the 0 % (M=9 %, SD=17 % and M=3 %, SD=11 %,
respectively) and 100 % (M=4 %, SD=11 % and M=16 %, SD=22 %, respectively) strategy
(all ps<0.05). Finally, in the range, 150–200, the 100 % strategy (M=41 %, SD=30 %) was
used significantly more often than the 0 % (M=1 %, SD=9 %) and 50 % (M=17 %, SD=
22 %) strategy (both ps<0.0001). Also, the 50 % strategy was used more often than the 0 %
strategy (p<0.05). The three-way interaction was not significant. To summarize, the 50 %
strategy was used more in the midpoint condition in comparison to the bounded condition.
Moreover, children specifically relied on the origin and endpoint (and to a lesser extent also on
the midpoint) in the outer ranges, whereas they especially used the 50 % benchmark or
midpoint in the two middle ranges.
Model fittings To test whether the use of SBB strategies was reflected in children’s estima-
tion patterns, analyses of individual estimation patterns were conducted. We separately fitted
an unbounded, a one-cycle, and a two-cycle power model on the estimates of each child in the
bounded and midpoint condition. The unbounded power model was also fitted to identify
children who only used the origin to guide their estimates. Since the 25 and 75 % strategies
were used very infrequently (i.e., altogether on only 6 % of all trials) and since we had left out
the quartile condition in all analyses concerning strategy use, a four-cycle power model was
not fitted on the data. The Akaike information criterion corrected for small samples (AICc)
was used (as in Barth and Paladino 2011; Slusser et al. 2013) to determine which model could
best explain children’s estimation patterns. This measure takes into account goodness of fit and
model complexity (i.e., number of parameters) whereby a lower AICc value refers to a better
model fit. Differences in AICc scores (i.e., ΔAICc) reflect the amount of support for one
specific model in comparison to the other models. According to Burnham and Anderson
(2002), models having a ΔAICc within 0–2 of the best model have substantial support and
should be taken into consideration when making inferences, models with aΔAICc within 4–7
have considerably less support, and models with a ΔAICc >10 have essentially no support.
Most children in the bounded condition, namely 67 %,were best fit by an unbounded power
model, followed by 14 and 19 % for the one-cycle and two-cycle model, respectively (see
Table 3). In the midpoint condition, 48, 14, and 38 % of the children were best fit by an
unbounded, a one-cycle, and a two-cycle model, respectively. Even though we observed a
decrease in the percentage of children being best fit by the unbounded power model and an
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increase in the percentage of children being best fit by the two-cycle model from the bounded
to the midpoint condition, a chi-square test failed to reveal a significant association between
condition and best model fit (χ2(2, N=42)=2.00, p>0.10).
Relationship between SBB strategy use and children’s NLE performance and math
achievement To investigate the extent to which the use of SBB strategies was related to
children’s NLE accuracy, as well as their general mathematics achievement, we calculated the
correlations between PAE, mathematics achievement, and the use of SBB strategies (see
Table 4). The use of SBB strategies correlated significantly with mathematics achievement
(r=0.40, p<0.01) and tended to correlate negatively with PAE (r=−0.28, p=0.078) and thus
positively with the accuracy of children’s NLEs.
Discussion
Both older and more recent sources of indirect evidence suggest that, when making NLEs,
children make use of strategies based on given or self-generated benchmarks (Ashcraft and
Moore 2012; Barth and Paladino 2011; Ebersbach et al. 2013; Newman and Berger 1984;
Petitto 1990; Siegler and Opfer 2003; White and Szucs 2012). The purpose of the present
study was to perform a direct and systematic analysis of children’s strategy use by asking
second-grade children to verbally explain how they solved each NLE item, in addition to
analyzing their error rates. To achieve this goal, second graders had to solve a NP task in which
the number of externally provided benchmarks was manipulated in three separate conditions: a
bounded, a midpoint, and a quartile condition.
Table 3 Percentage of children best fit by each power model and the difference scores for AICc in the bounded
and midpoint condition
Bounded condition Midpoint condition
Power models % ΔAICc % ΔAICc
Unbounded 67 One-cycle 11.96 48 One-cycle 10.58
(n=14) Two-cycle 15.87 (n=10) Two-cycle 13.00
One-cycle 14 Unbounded 3.56 14 Unbounded 2.96
(n=3) Two-cycle 9.63 (n=3) Two-cycle 2.19
Two-cycle 19 Unbounded 5.95 38 Unbounded 9.70
(n=4) One-cycle 5.00 (n=8) One-cycle 9.48
Table 4 Correlations between NLE accuracy, mathematics achievement, and SBB strategy use
1. 2.
1. NLE accuracy (PAE)
2. Mathematics achievement −0.12
3. % Total SBB strategy use −0.28 0.40*
*p<0.01
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Firstly, we examined the effect of given benchmarks on children’s NLE performance. The
underlying idea was that, if the application of benchmark-based strategies indeed mediates
children’s NLE performance, then providing them with more benchmarks should lead to more
frequent and more efficient strategic behavior based on these benchmarks and, consequently,
to higher performance on the NLE task in terms of estimation accuracy. However, a larger
number of provided benchmarks did not have the expected positive effect on children’s overall
estimation accuracy. Also, we performed a contour analysis (Ashcraft and Moore 2012), which
revealed that, as hypothesized, the provision of a benchmark at the midpoint did lead to more
accurate estimates for items around the middle of the number line compared to the bounded
condition but—again unexpectedly—also compared to the quartile condition. The two addi-
tional benchmarks in the quartile condition, however, did not lead to better estimates around
first and third quartile in that condition. In search of an explanation for the unexpected findings
for the quartile condition, we performed two additional analyses, which jointly provided strong
evidence that the use of erroneously represented benchmarks led to systematic NLE errors.
More specifically, children in this condition often made erroneous associations between the
benchmark numbers 50, 100, and 150, on the one hand, and their corresponding location on
the external number line, on the other hand.
Secondly, children’s strategy use in the bounded and midpoint condition was investigated.
We looked whether a larger number of provided benchmarks led to an increase in the number
of strategies that were based on self-generated benchmarks or on benchmarks that were
externally provided at 0, 50, or 100 % of the number line. As expected, the 50 % strategy
was used more frequently in the midpoint than in the bounded condition. Furthermore, we
observed the expected associations between type of SBB strategy and number range, in the
sense that each type of SBB strategy was used mostly in the number range(s) where one would
rationally expect it. For instance, the 0 % strategy was used most frequently for estimating
numbers near the origin, whereas the 50 and 100 % strategy were used most frequently for
estimations near the midpoint and endpoint, respectively.
Furthermore, we hypothesized that the use of these benchmarks should be reflected in
children’s estimation patterns. By separately fitting an unbounded, a one-cycle, and a two-
cycle power model on the estimates of each child in the bounded and midpoint condition, we
revealed that the percentage of children being best fit by the two-cycle power model increased
from the bounded (i.e., 19 %) to the midpoint (i.e., 38 %) condition. This result is in line with
the verbal reports on children’s strategy use indicating a more frequent use of the 50 % strategy
in the midpoint than in the bounded condition. However, we also observed a large percentage
of children in the bounded and midpoint condition who were fitted best by an unbounded
power model. A possible explanation might be that the unfamiliar number range used in the
present study (i.e., 0–200) prevented the strategic use of any other benchmark beyond the
origin.
Finally, the extent to which the use of SBB strategies was related to children’s NLE
accuracy and their general mathematics achievement was investigated. We found a significant
correlation between the use of SBB strategies and mathematics achievement and a marginally
significant correlation between the use of SBB strategies and estimation accuracy. These
findings suggest that children who are more proficient in mathematics make greater use of
SBB strategies for making NLEs. Moreover, the use of these SBB strategies seems to lead to
more accurate estimates.
Our findings as summarized above have implications for theory, research, and educational
practice.
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From a theoretical perspective, our findings, first of all, involve a plea for taking into
account more seriously participants’ strategy use when solving the NLE task (Barth and
Paladino 2011; Ebersbach et al. 2013; Link et al. 2014; Slusser et al. 2013). The reported
evidence that the provision of an (unlabeled) benchmark at the midpoint affects children’s
NLE accuracy raises doubt whether the NLE task can be considered as a pure measure of one’s
underlying magnitude representation. However, we also observed that additional (unlabeled)
benchmarks at 25 and 75 % may have no effect or even a detrimental effect. A convincing
explanation for this finding is still lacking, but two related post hoc analyses suggested that this
might be attributed to an erroneous determination of these extra benchmarks. This raises the
question why children from the quartile condition departed from wrong associations between
the numbers of 50, 100, and 150 and their location on the number line. Most probably, this
wrong association might be caused by children’s lacking familiarity with these numbers
(Ebersbach et al. 2008), their inability to reason proportionally (Boyer et al. 2008) and/or to
technically execute the required multiplicative operations in the proportional relation (Barth
et al. 2009). For instance, Boyer et al. (2008) showed that 10 to 12 years olds have difficulty
solving proportional reasoning problems when the proportions are represented in discrete
quantities. Furthermore, it could be argued that children’s familiarity with the base 10 system
would lead to better estimations with benchmarks representing decades (i.e., 10, 20,…) rather
than larger quantities such as multiples of 50. A possible way to further investigate this issue
would be to compare children’s NLE performance and strategy use when confronted with a
bounded number line, a number line with a benchmark at each decile, and a number line with
benchmarks at each quartile.
Interestingly, Siegler and Thompson (2014) found that not all types of benchmarks had a
beneficial effect on fifth graders’ performance when estimating the position of common
fractions on a number line. More specifically, external benchmarks that divided a 0–1 number
line into tenths, quarters, or fifths led to less accurate estimates than having no benchmark or a
midpoint benchmark. It was demonstrated that the decile, quartile, and quintile benchmarks led
to an improper encoding of the fractions on the basis of its numerator or denominator rather
than on the fraction magnitude, which in its turn led to less accurate estimates. Obviously, this
explanation cannot account for the present findings since all the presented numbers in our
study were whole numbers, and thus, children could not encode the presented numbers in
terms of numerator and denominator but only as a magnitude.
From a methodological perspective, we point out that we tried investigating children’s
strategies for NLE by collecting verbal reports. The actual distribution of the different SBB
strategies across the different ranges of the number line provides additional support for the
validity of these reports. However, asking children to provide a verbal self-report after each
trial might influence their subsequent problem-solving behavior, an issue known as reactivity
(Russo et al. 1989). This reactivity is limited when participants’ strategies can be retrieved
from short-term memory without competing for attentional resources. Since we asked children
to verbalize their strategies immediately after each trial when the number line and their given
estimate were still available to them, we are confident that reactivity was not an issue. We,
nevertheless, suggest to also collect other kinds of data on NLE strategies such as (video-
based) observations of children’s actual solution behavior, their pointing behavior on the
number line (for instance, when presented on a tablet; Vermeulen et al. 2015), and/or their
eye movements (Schneider et al. 2009).
We finally turn to some implications for early and elementary mathematics education. First,
our research suggests that it is possible to improve the accuracy of children’s NLEs by
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providing them external benchmarks, although our study also yielded strong evidence that this
instructional intervention may also lead to unexpectedly negative results, particularly for
benchmarks that go beyond the 50 % benchmark and when working in an unfamiliar number
domain. Anyhow, when adding such extra benchmarks, it is recommendable to check carefully if
learners interpret and represent them properly.More generally, our study suggests that it would be
interesting to design and evaluate instructional environments that stimulate the development of
children’s NLEs. Arguably, several such environments have already been developed, typically in
a game-based environment (Ramani et al. 2012;Whyte and Bull 2008) and some of these studies
have already yielded promising results. However, to the best of our knowledge, so far, no such
intervention has paid pivotal attention at the development of children’s estimation strategies by
working intentionally and systematically at children’s underlying (benchmark-based) strategies.
However, it should be noted that, given the results of the present study, these interventions might
improve children’s NLE performance, but this improvement does not necessarily entail an
improvement in children’s underlying magnitude representation.
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